
 

Farmers are finding a new following on
social media: Research suggests it could help
with isolation
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Farmers are at increased risk of loneliness and isolation. Credit: David
George/Unsplash

In the wake of a chaotic Brexit and an ongoing pandemic, farmers in the
UK are experiencing high levels of isolation and loneliness. A poll in
Farmers Guardian found that 94% of UK farmers felt this isolation was
harming their mental health.
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https://unsplash.com/photos/VBkijqR9xVM
https://unsplash.com/photos/VBkijqR9xVM
https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/coronavirus-farmers-remain-key-workers-in-third-lockdown
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-devon-59319869
https://www.fginsight.com/farmersstrivetothrive/strive-to-thrive---articles/loneliness-is-a-key-factor-in-feeling-depressed-farmers-confirm--110876


 

In research funded by the British Academy, we looked at how farmers
engage with social media to understand whether it can help overcome
isolation. To do this, we analyzed 5,000 tweets by farmers and
interviewed 25 farmers who use social media.

Our findings showed that social media provides farmers with a way of
connecting to others and reaffirming positivity about their identity as a
farmer. For example, the hashtag #Farming365 started life as an annual
social media event to bring farmers together online. Now, it's become a
way for farmers to share their everyday lives online all year round to
show that farming requires constant commitment.

Given the long hours spent in remote locations and the number of social
events in the farming calendar canceled thanks to the pandemic, this
sense of positivity is crucial to prevent plummeting job satisfaction or
even a mass exodus of farmers from their jobs. So anything that can be
done to increase it could be worthwhile.

Connecting with community

Social media—especially Facebook and Twitter—can help farmers learn
about new technologies, equipment and practices. And information
shared on social media can offer immediate answers to farming
questions ranging from upcoming weather forecasts to fixing farm
machinery.

But farmers' social media use goes beyond simple information gathering.
We found that Twitter is often used by farmers as a diary to map out
farm work as it progresses, using photos and videos.

As farming is shaped by annual rhythms, it's common for farmers to
reflect on their decisions in relation to previous seasons—for example,
by comparing pictures of their current crops with last year's.
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0743016721002643
https://phys.org/tags/farmers/
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Farming365
https://www.fwi.co.uk/farm-life/five-farmers-share-their-social-media-stories
https://www.exeter.ac.uk/research/news/articles/longworkinghoursandlone-w.html
https://phys.org/tags/remote+locations/
https://www.fwi.co.uk/events/viability-fears-grow-as-more-shows-fall-victim-to-COVID-19
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/aug/25/the-anxiety-is-off-the-scale-uk-farm-sector-worried-by-labour-shortages
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0743016721002643


 

Documenting farming online allows farmers to receive empathy and
encouragement in real time.

Farmers also use social media to interact with the public. In particular,
many advertise their skills and products—such as meat and
vegetables—through sharing stories about the journey from field to fork.

Farming vloggers such as Tom Pemberton have even found an
alternative stream of income by making YouTube videos discussing their
everyday struggles and achievements. As part of the online event 
#farm24 run by Farmers Guardian and supermarket Morrisons, Tom 
shares with viewers the typical tasks he accomplishes in a day's farming:
including milking, calf-rearing and running the family's farm shop.

Alongside marketing benefits, our findings suggest that social media is
an important way for farmers to respond to news items and farming
debates. One farmer we interviewed commented that social media offers
"a chance to give our side of the story."

This might involve revealing unseen aspects of farming to the public,
such as routine activities like milking which take place inside farm
buildings during the early morning and late night. We found that
receiving positive responses to these posts, particularly during the 
pandemic, helped to boost farmers' sense of pride in their work.

On the flipside, negativity was commonly reported by farmers on social
media: especially around issues of animal welfare, gender and
environmental issues. Our research found that this potential for criticism
meant social media posts are often heavily curated and stylised.

This can lead other farmers to feel that such posts give a "rose-tinted"
view of farming, masking some of the harsher truths of the occupation
such as animal death and disease. Such a bias towards positivity can be
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https://www.youtube.com/c/TomPembertonFarmLife
https://www.fwi.co.uk/business/diversification/how-a-young-farmers-youtube-income-paid-for-new-sprayer
https://www.morrisons-farming.com/backing-british/farm24/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyzkpCdNRjc&t=757s
https://twitter.com/HawfordFarm/status/1503426803943329792
https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/environment/farmers-reject-monbiot-claims-that-livestock-are-killing-the-planet
https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/environment/farmers-reject-monbiot-claims-that-livestock-are-killing-the-planet
https://twitter.com/AshTreeFarm42/status/1444015242787360774
https://twitter.com/AshTreeFarm42/status/1444015242787360774
https://twitter.com/cups_on/status/1389323193727569923
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23farming%20AND%20night&src=typed_query&f=live
https://twitter.com/search?q=farmers%20AND%20%20%23keyworker&src=typed_query&f=video
https://www.nffn.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/NFFN-Report-1.pdf
https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/country-sports-fans-face-online-death-threats
https://sustainablefoodtrust.org/articles/online-abuse-and-farm-protests-the-vegans-impacting-on-farmers-mental-health/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/red-shepherdess-farmer-fights-male-chauvinist-pigs-0cm39spwq
https://phys.org/tags/social+media/
https://twitter.com/TheHornedBeefCo/status/1117772425176002561
https://www.farmersguide.co.uk/ally-hunter-blair-talks-farm-life-social-media-and-COVID-19/


 

detrimental to farmers' well-being, with one commenting that "it makes
you feel that everyone is doing a better job than you."

Social media cannot replace face-to-face contact or in-person
networking opportunities, both from a personal and professional
perspective. But online platforms can play a big part in bridging the gap
between rural and urban communities, offering avenues for support
beyond one's immediate farming network, and helping farmers work
together with the public to build a more sustainable food system.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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